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I have corrected every error that alert readers
detected in the second edition (as well as some
mistakes that, alas, nobody noticed); and I have tried
to avoid introducing new errors in the new material.
However, I suppose some defects still remain, and
I want to fix them as soon as possible. Therefore I
will cheerfully pay $2.56 to the first finder of each
technical, typographical, or historical error.
				

—Donald Knuth

aisle away
bile away
chyle away
guile away
I’ll away
isle away
kyle away
mile away
nile away
phyle away
pile away
rile away
smile away
spile away
stile away
style away
tile away
vile away
while away
wile away
file abbe
file allay
file array
file astray
file ballet
file betray
file blue jay
file bombay
file bouquet
file buffet
file cafe
file cathay
file chalet
file child’s play
file cliche
file convey
file crochet

file croquet
file decay
file defray
file delay
file dismay
file display
file dossier
file essay
file feast day
file field day
file filet
file fillet
file flag day
file foul play
file give way
file good day
file gray jay
file green bay
file hair spray
file halfway
file ira
file leap day
file lord’s day
file make way
file match play
file may day
file moray
file name day
file nikkei
file obey
file ok
file okay
file parfait
file parquet
file passe
file portray
file prepay
file puree
file purvey
file red bay

file repay
file replay
file risque
file sachet
file saint’s day
file saute
file school day
file se
file sick pay
file soiree
file sorbet
file souffle
file squeeze play
file strike pay
file stroke play
file survey
file sweet bay
file tea tray
file today
file toupee
file twelfth day
file valet
file x-ray
aisle for
bile for
chyle for
guile for
I’ll for
isle for
kyle for
mile for
nile for
phyle for
pile for
rile for
smile for
spile for
stile for
style for

tile for
vile for
while for
wile for
aisle out
bile out
chyle out
guile out
I’ll out
isle out
kyle out
mile out
nile out
phyle out
pile out
rile out
smile out
spile out
stile out
style out
tile out
vile out
while out
wile out
file bout
file clout
file doubt
file drought
file flout
file gout
file grout
file knout
file kraut
file lout
file pout
file rout
file route
file scout
file shout

file snout
file spout
file sprout
file stout
file tout
file trout
aisle past
bile past
chyle past
guile past
I’ll past
isle past
kyle past
mile past
nile past
phyle past
pile past
rile past
smile past
spile past
stile past
style past
tile past
vile past
while past
wile past
file asked
file bast
file blast
file cast
file caste
file fast
file glassed
file last
file massed
file mast
file nast
file passed
file vast

aisle with
bile with
chyle with
guile with
I’ll with
isle with
kyle with
mile with
nile with
phyle with
pile with
rile with
smile with
spile with
stile with
style with
tile with
vile with
while with
wile with
bill full of lead
brill full of lead
chill full of lead
dill full of lead
drill full of lead
frill full of lead
gill full of lead
grill full of lead
grille full of lead
hill full of lead
il full of lead
ill full of lead
jill full of lead
kill full of lead
krill full of lead
mil full of lead
mill full of lead
nil full of lead

phil full of lead
pill full of lead
quill full of lead
rill full of lead
shill full of lead
shrill full of lead
sill full of lead
skill full of lead
spill full of lead
squill full of lead
still full of lead
swill full of lead
thill full of lead
thrill full of lead
til full of lead
till full of lead
trill full of lead
twill full of lead
we’ll full of lead
will full of lead
zill full of lead
fill bull of lead
fill pull of lead
fill wool of lead
fill full of bead
fill full of bed
fill full of bled
fill full of bleed
fill full of bread
fill full of bred
fill full of breed
fill full of cede
fill full of creed
fill full of dead
fill full of deed
fill full of dread
fill full of ed
fill full of fed
fill full of feed
fill full of fled

fill full of fred
fill full of freed
fill full of fried
fill full of greed
fill full of head
fill full of he’d
fill full of heed
fill full of keyed
fill full of knead
fill full of led
fill full of mead
fill full of med
fill full of ned
fill full of need
fill full of plead
fill full of pled
fill full of read
fill full of red
fill full of reed
fill full of reid
fill full of said
fill full of screed
fill full of seed
fill full of shed
fill full of shred
fill full of sled
fill full of speed
fill full of spread
fill full of stead
fill full of steed
fill full of swede
fill full of ted
fill full of thread
fill full of tread
fill full of treed
fill full of tweed
fill full of wed
fill full of weed
fill full of zed

bill the void
brill the void
chill the void
dill the void
drill the void
frill the void
gill the void
grill the void
grille the void
hill the void
il the void
ill the void
jill the void
kill the void
krill the void
mil the void
mill the void
nil the void
phil the void
pill the void
quill the void
rill the void
shill the void
shrill the void
sill the void
skill the void
spill the void
squill the void
still the void
swill the void
thill the void
thrill the void
til the void
till the void
trill the void
twill the void
we’ll the void
will the void
zill the void

billed to the brim
build to the brim
chilled to the brim
frilled to the brim
gild to the brim
gilled to the brim
grilled to the brim
guild to the brim
killed to the brim
milled to the brim
skilled to the brim
thrilled to the brim
tilde to the brim
filled to the dim
filled to the grim
filled to the grimm
filled to the gym
filled to the him
filled to the hymn
filled to the jim
filled to the kim
filled to the limb
filled to the prim
filled to the rim
filled to the scrim
filled to the shim
filled to the skim
filled to the slim
filled to the swim
filled to the tim
filled to the trim
filled to the vim
filled to the whim
filthy ditch
filthy fitch
filthy flitch
filthy glitch
filthy hitch
filthy itch

filthy kitsch
filthy niche
filthy pitch
filthy snitch
filthy stitch
filthy switch
filthy twitch
filthy which
filthy witch
final bing
final bring
final cling
final ding
final king
final ling
final ping
final ring
final sing
final sling
final spring
final sting
final string
final swing
final thing
final ting
final wing
final wring
final zing
bind a way around
blind a way around
fined a way around
grind a way around
hind a way around
kind a way around
lined a way around
mind a way around
mined a way around
rind a way around

signed a way around
twined a way around
wind a way around
find a bay around
find a bey around
find a brae around
find a bray around
find a ca around
find a cache around
find a cay around
find a clay around
find a da around
find a dak around
find a day around
find a de around
find a dray around
find a fay around
find a fe around
find a fey around
find a flay around
find a fray around
find a frey around
find a ga around
find a gay around
find a gray around
find a grey around
find a ha around
find a hay around
find a hey around
find a jay around
find a kay around
find a lay around
find a lei around
find a les around
find a ley around
find a mae around
find a may around
find a mei around
find a nay around
find a ne around

find a neigh around
find an ole around
find a pay around
find a paye around
find a play around
find a pray around
find a prey around
find a quay around
find a ray around
find a re around
find a say around
find a slay around
find a sleigh around
find a splay around
find a spray around
find a stay around
find a stray around
find a sway around
find a tay around
find a they around
find a tray around
find a trey around
find a weigh around
find a whey around
find a yay around
find a yea around
bind against
blind against
fined against
grind against
hind against
kind against
lined against
mind against
mined against
rind against
signed against
twined against
wind against

bind favor with
blind favor with
fined favor with
grind favor with
hind favor with
kind favor with
lined favor with
mind favor with
mined favor with
rind favor with
signed favor with
twined favor with
wind favor with
find aver with
find flavor with
find laver with
find quaver with
find raver with
find saver with
find savor with
find shaver with
find waiver with
find waver with
bind in
blind in
fined in
grind in
hind in
kind in
lined in
mind in
mined in
rind in
signed in
twined in
wind in
bind its way somewhere

blind its way somewhere
fined its way somewhere
grind its way somewhere
hind its way somewhere
kind its way somewhere
lined its way somewhere
mind its way somewhere
mined its way somewhere
rind its way somewhere
signed its way somewhere
twined its way somewhere
wind its way somewhere
find its bay somewhere
find its bey somewhere
find its brae somewhere
find its bray somewhere
find its ca somewhere
find its cache somewhere
find its cay somewhere
find its clay somewhere
find its da somewhere
find its dak somewhere
find its day somewhere
find its de somewhere
find its dray somewhere
find its fay somewhere
find its fe somewhere
find its fey somewhere
find its flay somewhere
find its fray somewhere
find its frey somewhere
find its ga somewhere
find its gay somewhere
find its gray somewhere
find its grey somewhere
find its ha somewhere
find its hay somewhere
find its hey somewhere
find its jay somewhere
find its kay somewhere

find its lay somewhere
find its lei somewhere
find its les somewhere
find its ley somewhere
find its mae somewhere
find its may somewhere
find its mei somewhere
find its nay somewhere
find its ne somewhere
find its neigh somewhere
find its ole somewhere
find its pay somewhere
find its paye somewhere
find its play somewhere
find its pray somewhere
find its prey somewhere
find its quay somewhere
find its ray somewhere
find its re somewhere
find its say somewhere
find its slay somewhere
find its sleigh somewhere
find its splay somewhere
find its spray somewhere
find its stay somewhere
find its stray somewhere
find its sway somewhere
find its tay somewhere
find its they somewhere
find its tray somewhere
find its trey somewhere
find its weigh somewhere
find its whey somewhere
find its yay somewhere
find its yea somewhere
bind oneself with
blind oneself with
fined oneself with
grind oneself with

hind oneself with
kind oneself with
lined oneself with
mind oneself with
mined oneself with
rind oneself with
signed oneself with
twined oneself with
wind oneself with
find herself with
find himself with
find ice shelf with
find itself with
find myself with
find yourself with
bind own level
blind own level
fined own level
grind own level
hind own level
kind own level
lined own level
mind own level
mined own level
rind own level
signed own level
twined own level
wind own level
find blown level
find bone level
find clone level
find cone level
find crone level
find don’t level
find drone level
find flown level
find groan level
find grown level
find hone level

find joan level
find known level
find loan level
find lone level
find moan level
find mon level
find phone level
find prone level
find rhone level
find roan level
find scone level
find sewn level
find shown level
find sown level
find stone level
find throne level
find thrown level
find tone level
find zone level
find own bevel
find own devil
find own revel
bind tongue
blind tongue
fined tongue
grind tongue
hind tongue
kind tongue
lined tongue
mind tongue
mined tongue
rind tongue
signed tongue
twined tongue
wind tongue
find bung
find dung
find flung
find hung

find lung
find pung
find rung
find sprung
find strung
find stung
find sung
find swung
find tung
find young
brine by
chine by
dine by
jain by
klein by
kline by
line by
mine by
nine by
pine by
quine by
rhein by
rhine by
shine by
shrine by
sign by
sine by
spine by
spline by
stein by
swine by
tine by
trine by
twine by
tyne by
vine by
whine by
wine by

brine for
chine for
dine for
jain for
klein for
kline for
line for
mine for
nine for
pine for
quine for
rhein for
rhine for
shine for
shrine for
sign for
sine for
spine for
spline for
stein for
swine for
tine for
trine for
twine for
tyne for
vine for
whine for
wine for
finishing clutch
finishing crutch
finishing cutch
finishing dutch
finishing hutch
finishing kutch
finishing much
finishing smutch
finishing such
blink out

brink out
chink out
cinque out
clink out
drink out
ink out
link out
mink out
pink out
prink out
rink out
shrink out
sink out
skink out
slink out
stink out
sync out
think out
wink out
zinc out
fink bout
fink clout
fink doubt
fink drought
fink flout
fink gout
fink grout
fink knout
fink kraut
fink lout
fink pout
fink rout
fink route
fink scout
fink shout
fink snout
fink spout
fink sprout
fink stout
fink tout

fink trout
admire a shot across bows
afire a shot across bows
aspire a shot across bows
briar a shot across bows
brier a shot across bows
buyer a shot across bows
choir a shot across bows
crier a shot across bows
drier a shot across bows
dryer a shot across bows
dyer a shot across bows
expire a shot across bows
flier a shot across bows
flyer a shot across bows
friar a shot across bows
frier a shot across bows
fryer a shot across bows
higher a shot across bows
hire a shot across bows
inquire a shot across bows
inspire a shot across bows
liar a shot across bows
perspire a shot across bows
prior a shot across bows
pyre a shot across bows
retire a shot across bows
sire a shot across bows
tire a shot across bows
trier a shot across bows
white squire a shot across bows
wire a shot across bows
fire an aught across bows
fire a baht across bows
fire a blot across bows
fire a bought across bows
fire a brought across bows
fire a caught across bows
fire a clot across bows

fire a cot across bows
fire a dot across bows
fire a fought across bows
fire a fraught across bows
fire a got across bows
fire a hot across bows
fire a jot across bows
fire a knot across bows
fire a lat across bows
fire a lot across bows
fire a lotte across bows
fire a naught across bows
fire a not across bows
fire a nought across bows
fire an ought across bows
fire a plot across bows
fire a pot across bows
fire a rot across bows
fire a scot across bows
fire a scott across bows
fire a slot across bows
fire a snot across bows
fire a sot across bows
fire a sought across bows
fire a spot across bows
fire a squat across bows
fire a swat across bows
fire a taught across bows
fire a taut across bows
fire a thought across bows
fire a tot across bows
fire a trot across bows
fire a watt across bows
fire a wrought across bows
fire a yacht across bows
fire a shot across browse
fire a shot across chose
fire a shot across chouse
fire a shot across close
fire a shot across clothes

fire a shot across cows
fire a shot across doze
fire a shot across drowse
fire a shot across froze
fire a shot across goes
fire a shot across hose
fire a shot across knows
fire a shot across lows
fire a shot across nose
fire a shot across pose
fire a shot across pros
fire a shot across prose
fire a shot across rose
fire a shot across rouse
fire a shot across scouse
fire a shot across shows
fire a shot across slows
fire a shot across souse
fire a shot across taos
fire a shot across those
fire a shot across throes
fire a shot across throws
fire a shot across toes
fire a shot across vows
admire back
afire back
aspire back
briar back
brier back
buyer back
choir back
crier back
drier back
dryer back
dyer back
expire back
flier back
flyer back
friar back

frier back
fryer back
higher back
hire back
inquire back
inspire back
liar back
perspire back
prior back
pyre back
retire back
sire back
tire back
trier back
white squire back
wire back
fire black
fire clack
fire claque
fire crack
fire dak
fire flack
fire flak
fire hack
fire jack
fire knack
fire lac
fire lack
fire mac
fire mack
fire pac
fire pack
fire plaque
fire quack
fire rack
fire sac
fire sack
fire shack
fire slack
fire smack

fire snack
fire stack
fire tack
fire thwack
fire track
fire whack
fire wrack
fire yack
fire yak
admire blanks
afire blanks
aspire blanks
briar blanks
brier blanks
buyer blanks
choir blanks
crier blanks
drier blanks
dryer blanks
dyer blanks
expire blanks
flier blanks
flyer blanks
friar blanks
frier blanks
fryer blanks
higher blanks
hire blanks
inquire blanks
inspire blanks
liar blanks
perspire blanks
prior blanks
pyre blanks
retire blanks
sire blanks
tire blanks
trier blanks
white squire blanks

wire blanks
fire banks
fire franks
fire hanks
fire manx
fire ranks
fire tanks
fire thanks
admire on
afire on
aspire on
briar on
brier on
buyer on
choir on
crier on
drier on
dryer on
dyer on
expire on
flier on
flyer on
friar on
frier on
fryer on
higher on
hire on
inquire on
inspire on
liar on
perspire on
prior on
pyre on
retire on
sire on
tire on
trier on
white squire on
wire on

admire under
afire under
aspire under
briar under
brier under
buyer under
choir under
crier under
drier under
dryer under
dyer under
expire under
flier under
flyer under
friar under
frier under
fryer under
higher under
hire under
inquire under
inspire under
liar under
perspire under
prior under
pyre under
retire under
sire under
tire under
trier under
white squire under
wire under
fire blunder
fire plunder
fire sunder
fire thunder
fire wonder
admire up
afire up

aspire up
briar up
brier up
buyer up
choir up
crier up
drier up
dryer up
dyer up
expire up
flier up
flyer up
friar up
frier up
fryer up
higher up
hire up
inquire up
inspire up
liar up
perspire up
prior up
pyre up
retire up
sire up
tire up
trier up
white squire up
wire up
firing on ball cylinders
firing on bawl cylinders
firing on brawl cylinders
firing on call cylinders
firing on caul cylinders
firing on crawl cylinders
firing on dahl cylinders
firing on dol cylinders
firing on doll cylinders
firing on drawl cylinders

firing on fall cylinders
firing on gall cylinders
firing on gaul cylinders
firing on hall cylinders
firing on haul cylinders
firing on loll cylinders
firing on mall cylinders
firing on maul cylinders
firing on mol cylinders
firing on moll cylinders
firing on molle cylinders
firing on pall cylinders
firing on paul cylinders
firing on pol cylinders
firing on saul cylinders
firing on scrawl cylinders
firing on shawl cylinders
firing on small cylinders
firing on sol cylinders
firing on sprawl cylinders
firing on squall cylinders
firing on stall cylinders
firing on tall cylinders
firing on thrall cylinders
firing on trawl cylinders
firing on wal cylinders
firing on wall cylinders
germ hand
sperm hand
squirm hand
term hand
therm hand
worm hand
firm and
firm band
firm banned
firm bland
firm brand
firm canned

firm fanned
firm gland
firm grand
firm grande
firm land
firm mande
firm manned
firm planned
firm rand
firm sand
firm stand
firm strand
firm tanned
burst catch your hare
cursed catch your hare
hurst catch your hare
nursed catch your hare
thirst catch your hare
versed catch your hare
worst catch your hare
first batch your hare
first hatch your hare
first latch your hare
first match your hare
first patch your hare
first scratch your hare
first snatch your hare
first thatch your hare
first catch your air
first catch your bare
first catch your bear
first catch your blair
first catch your blare
first catch your care
first catch your chair
first catch your claire
first catch your dare
first catch your err
first catch your fair

first catch your fare
first catch your flair
first catch your flare
first catch your glare
first catch your hair
first catch your heir
first catch your herr
first catch your khmer
first catch your lair
first catch your mare
first catch your ne’er
first catch your pair
first catch your pare
first catch your pear
first catch your prayer
first catch your rare
first catch your scare
first catch your share
first catch your snare
first catch your spare
first catch your square
first catch your stair
first catch your stare
first catch your swear
first catch your tear
first catch your their
first catch your there
first catch your they’re
first catch your ware
first catch your wear
first catch your where
burst come, burst served
cursed come, cursed served
hurst come, hurst served
nursed come, nursed served
thirst come, thirst served
versed come, versed served
worst come, worst served

burst hand
cursed hand
hurst hand
nursed hand
thirst hand
versed hand
worst hand
first and
first band
first banned
first bland
first brand
first canned
first fanned
first gland
first grand
first grande
first land
first mande
first manned
first planned
first rand
first sand
first stand
first strand
first tanned
burst in, best dressed
cursed in, best dressed
hurst in, best dressed
nursed in, best dressed
thirst in, best dressed
versed in, best dressed
worst in, best dressed
first in, blessed dressed
first in, blest dressed
first in, breast dressed
first in, chest dressed
first in, crest dressed
first in, dressed dressed

first in, fest dressed
first in, guessed dressed
first in, guest dressed
first in, jest dressed
first in, lest dressed
first in, messed dressed
first in, nest dressed
first in, pest dressed
first in, pressed dressed
first in, quest dressed
first in, rest dressed
first in, stressed dressed
first in, test dressed
first in, vest dressed
first in, west dressed
first in, wrest dressed
first in, zest dressed
first in, best best
first in, best blessed
first in, best blest
first in, best breast
first in, best chest
first in, best crest
first in, best fest
first in, best guessed
first in, best guest
first in, best jest
first in, best lest
first in, best messed
first in, best nest
first in, best pest
first in, best pressed
first in, best quest
first in, best rest
first in, best stressed
first in, best test
first in, best vest
first in, best west
first in, best wrest
first in, best zest

burst of all
cursed of all
hurst of all
nursed of all
thirst of all
versed of all
worst of all
first of ball
first of bawl
first of brawl
first of call
first of caul
first of crawl
first of dahl
first of dol
first of doll
first of drawl
first of fall
first of gall
first of gaul
first of hall
first of haul
first of loll
first of mall
first of maul
first of mol
first of moll
first of molle
first of pall
first of paul
first of pol
first of saul
first of scrawl
first of shawl
first of small
first of sol
first of sprawl
first of squall
first of stall

first of tall
first of thrall
first of trawl
first of wal
first of wall
dish for a compliment
ish for a compliment
knish for a compliment
squish for a compliment
swish for a compliment
wish for a compliment
dish for compliments
ish for compliments
knish for compliments
squish for compliments
swish for compliments
wish for compliments
dish out of
ish out of
knish out of
squish out of
swish out of
wish out of
fish bout of
fish clout of
fish doubt of
fish drought of
fish flout of
fish gout of
fish grout of
fish knout of
fish kraut of
fish lout of
fish pout of
fish rout of
fish route of
fish scout of

fish shout of
fish snout of
fish spout of
fish sprout of
fish stout of
fish tout of
fish trout of
dish story
ish story
knish story
squish story
swish story
wish story
fish corrie
fish dory
fish glory
fish gory
fish hoary
fish lori
fish lorry
fish lory
fish quarry
fish storey
fish tory
dish up out of
ish up out of
knish up out of
squish up out of
swish up out of
wish up out of
fish up bout of
fish up clout of
fish up doubt of
fish up drought of
fish up flout of
fish up gout of
fish up grout of
fish up knout of

fish up kraut of
fish up lout of
fish up pout of
fish up rout of
fish up route of
fish up scout of
fish up shout of
fish up snout of
fish up spout of
fish up sprout of
fish up stout of
fish up tout of
fish up trout of
bit around
brit around
britt around
chit around
flit around
get around
grit around
hit around
it around
kit around
knit around
lit around
mitt around
nit around
pit around
pitt around
quit around
schmidt around
sit around
skit around
slit around
spit around
split around
sprit around
whit around
wit around

witt around
writ around
bit as a fiddle
brit as a fiddle
britt as a fiddle
chit as a fiddle
flit as a fiddle
get as a fiddle
grit as a fiddle
hit as a fiddle
it as a fiddle
kit as a fiddle
knit as a fiddle
lit as a fiddle
mitt as a fiddle
nit as a fiddle
pit as a fiddle
pitt as a fiddle
quit as a fiddle
schmidt as a fiddle
sit as a fiddle
skit as a fiddle
slit as a fiddle
spit as a fiddle
split as a fiddle
sprit as a fiddle
whit as a fiddle
wit as a fiddle
witt as a fiddle
writ as a fiddle
fit as a middle
fit as a piddle
fit as a riddle
fit as a twiddle
bit for
brit for
britt for
chit for

flit for
get for
grit for
hit for
it for
kit for
knit for
lit for
mitt for
nit for
pit for
pitt for
quit for
schmidt for
sit for
skit for
slit for
spit for
split for
sprit for
whit for
wit for
witt for
writ for
bit in with
brit in with
britt in with
chit in with
flit in with
get in with
grit in with
hit in with
it in with
kit in with
knit in with
lit in with
mitt in with
nit in with
pit in with

pitt in with
quit in with
schmidt in with
sit in with
skit in with
slit in with
spit in with
split in with
sprit in with
whit in with
wit in with
witt in with
writ in with
bit out
brit out
britt out
chit out
flit out
get out
grit out
hit out
it out
kit out
knit out
lit out
mitt out
nit out
pit out
pitt out
quit out
schmidt out
sit out
skit out
slit out
spit out
split out
sprit out
whit out
wit out

witt out
writ out
fit bout
fit clout
fit doubt
fit drought
fit flout
fit gout
fit grout
fit knout
fit kraut
fit lout
fit pout
fit rout
fit route
fit scout
fit shout
fit snout
fit spout
fit sprout
fit stout
fit tout
fit trout
bit the bill
brit the bill
britt the bill
chit the bill
flit the bill
get the bill
grit the bill
hit the bill
it the bill
kit the bill
knit the bill
lit the bill
mitt the bill
nit the bill
pit the bill
pitt the bill

quit the bill
schmidt the bill
sit the bill
skit the bill
slit the bill
spit the bill
split the bill
sprit the bill
whit the bill
wit the bill
witt the bill
writ the bill
fit the brill
fit the chill
fit the dill
fit the drill
fit the fill
fit the frill
fit the gill
fit the grill
fit the grille
fit the hill
fit the il
fit the ill
fit the jill
fit the kill
fit the krill
fit the mil
fit the mill
fit the nil
fit the phil
fit the pill
fit the quill
fit the rill
fit the shill
fit the shrill
fit the sill
fit the skill
fit the spill
fit the squill

fit the still
fit the swill
fit the thill
fit the thrill
fit the til
fit the till
fit the trill
fit the twill
fit the we’ll
fit the will
fit the zill
bit to kill
brit to kill
britt to kill
chit to kill
flit to kill
get to kill
grit to kill
hit to kill
it to kill
kit to kill
knit to kill
lit to kill
mitt to kill
nit to kill
pit to kill
pitt to kill
quit to kill
schmidt to kill
sit to kill
skit to kill
slit to kill
spit to kill
split to kill
sprit to kill
whit to kill
wit to kill
witt to kill
writ to kill

fit to bill
fit to brill
fit to chill
fit to dill
fit to drill
fit to fill
fit to frill
fit to gill
fit to grill
fit to grille
fit to hill
fit to il
fit to ill
fit to jill
fit to krill
fit to mil
fit to mill
fit to nil
fit to phil
fit to pill
fit to quill
fit to rill
fit to shill
fit to shrill
fit to sill
fit to skill
fit to spill
fit to squill
fit to still
fit to swill
fit to thill
fit to thrill
fit to til
fit to till
fit to trill
fit to twill
fit to we’ll
fit to will
fit to zill

bit together
brit together
britt together
chit together
flit together
get together
grit together
hit together
it together
kit together
knit together
lit together
mitt together
nit together
pit together
pitt together
quit together
schmidt together
sit together
skit together
slit together
spit together
split together
sprit together
whit together
wit together
witt together
writ together
fit bell heather
fit cold weather
fit fair weather
fit flight feather
fit ooze leather
fit sea feather
fit white feather
bit with
brit with
britt with
chit with

flit with
get with
grit with
hit with
it with
kit with
knit with
lit with
mitt with
nit with
pit with
pitt with
quit with
schmidt with
sit with
skit with
slit with
spit with
split with
sprit with
whit with
wit with
witt with
writ with
bits and starts
blitz and starts
fritz and starts
gets and starts
glitz and starts
grits and starts
hits and starts
its and starts
it’s and starts
kits and starts
pits and starts
quits and starts
sits and starts
spitz and starts
splits and starts

spritz and starts
wits and starts
fits and arts
fits and charts
fits and darts
fits and hearts
fits and parts
chive-finger discount
dive-finger discount
drive-finger discount
hive-finger discount
I’ve-finger discount
jive-finger discount
live-finger discount
shrive-finger discount
skive-finger discount
strive-finger discount
thrive-finger discount
five-linger discount
five-finger account
five-finger amount
five-finger blood count
five-finger head count
five-finger miscount
five-finger recount
five-finger sperm count
five-finger surmount
five-finger viscount
bricks for
kicks for
mix for
nix for
pix for
six for
sticks for
styx for
ticks for
tricks for

fixin to bleu
fixin to blew
fixin to blue
fixin to boo
fixin to brew
fixin to chew
fixin to chou
fixin to chough
fixin to clue
fixin to coo
fixin to coup
fixin to crew
fixin to cue
fixin to dew
fixin to doo
fixin to drew
fixin to du
fixin to due
fixin to ewe
fixin to few
fixin to flew
fixin to flu
fixin to flue
fixin to glue
fixin to gnu
fixin to goo
fixin to grew
fixin to hew
fixin to hue
fixin to hugh
fixin to jew
fixin to knew
fixin to ku
fixin to leu
fixin to lieu
fixin to loo
fixin to lou
fixin to lu
fixin to mew

fixin to moo
fixin to mu
fixin to new
fixin to nu
fixin to ooh
fixin to pew
fixin to pu
fixin to que
fixin to queue
fixin to roux
fixin to ru
fixin to rue
fixin to screw
fixin to shew
fixin to shoe
fixin to shoo
fixin to shrew
fixin to sioux
fixin to skew
fixin to slew
fixin to sough
fixin to spew
fixin to sprue
fixin to stew
fixin to strew
fixin to sue
fixin to threw
fixin to through
fixin to to
fixin to too
fixin to true
fixin to two
fixin to view
fixin to vu
fixin to whew
fixin to who
fixin to woo
fixin to wu
fixin to yew
fixin to you

fixin to yue
fixin to zoo
biz up
frizz up
his up
is up
ms up
quiz up
says up
whiz up
whizz up
wiz up
back out
black out
clack out
claque out
crack out
dak out
flak out
hack out
jack out
knack out
lac out
lack out
mac out
mack out
pac out
pack out
plaque out
quack out
rack out
sac out
sack out
shack out
slack out
smack out
snack out
stack out

tack out
thwack out
track out
whack out
wrack out
yack out
yak out
flack bout
flack clout
flack doubt
flack drought
flack flout
flack gout
flack grout
flack knout
flack kraut
flack lout
flack pout
flack rout
flack route
flack scout
flack shout
flack snout
flack spout
flack sprout
flack stout
flack tout
flack trout
ache down
bake down
blake down
brake down
break down
cake down
crake down
drake down
fake down
hake down
jake down

lake down
make down
quake down
rake down
sake down
shake down
slake down
snake down
stake down
steak down
strake down
take down
wake down
flake brown
flake clown
flake crown
flake drown
flake frown
flake gown
flake noun
flake town
ache off of
bake off of
blake off of
brake off of
break off of
cake off of
crake off of
drake off of
fake off of
hake off of
jake off of
lake off of
make off of
quake off of
rake off of
sake off of
shake off of
slake off of

snake off of
stake off of
steak off of
strake off of
take off of
wake off of
aim up
blame up
came up
claim up
dame up
fame up
frame up
game up
lame up
maim up
name up
same up
shame up
tame up
aim with anger
blame with anger
came with anger
claim with anger
dame with anger
fame with anger
frame with anger
game with anger
lame with anger
maim with anger
name with anger
same with anger
shame with anger
tame with anger
cap around
chap around
clap around

crap around
frap around
frappe around
gap around
hap around
jap around
lap around
lapp around
map around
nap around
pap around
rap around
sap around
scrap around
slap around
snap around
strap around
tap around
trap around
wrap around
yap around
zap around
air up
bare up
bear up
blair up
blare up
care up
chair up
claire up
dare up
err up
fair up
fare up
flair up
glare up
hair up
hare up
heir up

herr up
khmer up
lair up
mare up
ne’er up
pair up
pare up
pear up
prayer up
rare up
scare up
share up
snare up
spare up
square up
stair up
stare up
swear up
tear up
their up
there up
they’re up
ware up
wear up
where up
ash back
ashe back
bash back
brash back
cache back
cash back
clash back
crash back
dash back
gash back
gnash back
hash back
lash back
mash back

nash back
plash back
rash back
sash back
slash back
smash back
splash back
stash back
thrash back
trash back
flash black
flash clack
flash claque
flash crack
flash dak
flash flack
flash flak
flash hack
flash jack
flash knack
flash lac
flash lack
flash mac
flash mack
flash pac
flash pack
flash plaque
flash quack
flash rack
flash sac
flash sack
flash shack
flash slack
flash smack
flash snack
flash stack
flash tack
flash thwack
flash track
flash whack

flash wrack
flash yack
flash yak
ash into view
ashe into view
bash into view
brash into view
cache into view
cash into view
clash into view
crash into view
dash into view
gash into view
gnash into view
hash into view
lash into view
mash into view
nash into view
plash into view
rash into view
sash into view
slash into view
smash into view
splash into view
stash into view
thrash into view
trash into view
flash into bleu
flash into blew
flash into blue
flash into boo
flash into brew
flash into chew
flash into chou
flash into chough
flash into clue
flash into coo
flash into coup
flash into crew

flash into cue
flash into dew
flash into do
flash into doo
flash into drew
flash into du
flash into due
flash into ewe
flash into few
flash into flew
flash into flu
flash into flue
flash into glue
flash into gnu
flash into goo
flash into grew
flash into hew
flash into hue
flash into hugh
flash into jew
flash into knew
flash into ku
flash into leu
flash into lieu
flash into loo
flash into lou
flash into lu
flash into mew
flash into moo
flash into mu
flash into new
flash into nu
flash into ooh
flash into pew
flash into pu
flash into que
flash into queue
flash into roux
flash into ru
flash into rue

flash into screw
flash into shew
flash into shoe
flash into shoo
flash into shrew
flash into sioux
flash into skew
flash into slew
flash into sough
flash into spew
flash into sprue
flash into stew
flash into strew
flash into sue
flash into threw
flash into through
flash into to
flash into too
flash into true
flash into two
flash into vu
flash into whew
flash into who
flash into woo
flash into wu
flash into yew
flash into you
flash into yue
flash into zoo
ash off
ashe off
bash off
brash off
cache off
cash off
clash off
crash off
dash off
gash off

gnash off
hash off
lash off
mash off
nash off
plash off
rash off
sash off
slash off
smash off
splash off
stash off
thrash off
trash off
ash out
ashe out
bash out
brash out
cache out
cash out
clash out
crash out
dash out
gash out
gnash out
hash out
lash out
mash out
nash out
plash out
rash out
sash out
slash out
smash out
splash out
stash out
thrash out
trash out
flash bout

flash clout
flash doubt
flash drought
flash flout
flash gout
flash grout
flash knout
flash kraut
flash lout
flash pout
flash rout
flash route
flash scout
flash shout
flash snout
flash spout
flash sprout
flash stout
flash tout
flash trout
ash through mind
ashe through mind
bash through mind
brash through mind
cache through mind
cash through mind
clash through mind
crash through mind
dash through mind
gash through mind
gnash through mind
hash through mind
lash through mind
mash through mind
nash through mind
plash through mind
rash through mind
sash through mind
slash through mind

smash through mind
splash through mind
stash through mind
thrash through mind
trash through mind
flash through bind
flash through blind
flash through find
flash through fined
flash through grind
flash through hind
flash through kind
flash through lined
flash through mined
flash through rind
flash through signed
flash through twined
flash through wind
at as a board
bat as a board
brat as a board
cat as a board
chat as a board
dat as a board
fat as a board
gat as a board
gatt as a board
gnat as a board
hat as a board
lat as a board
latke as a board
mat as a board
matt as a board
matte as a board
nat as a board
pat as a board
platte as a board
rat as a board
sat as a board

scat as a board
slat as a board
spat as a board
splat as a board
sprat as a board
tat as a board
that as a board
vat as a board
flat as a bored
flat as a chord
flat as a cord
flat as a fjord
flat as a floored
flat as a ford
flat as a gourd
flat as a hoard
flat as a horde
flat as a lord
flat as a scored
flat as a stored
flat as a sward
flat as a sword
flat as a ward
at out
bat out
brat out
cat out
chat out
dat out
fat out
gat out
gatt out
gnat out
hat out
lat out
latke out
mat out
matt out
matte out

nat out
pat out
platte out
rat out
sat out
scat out
slat out
spat out
splat out
sprat out
tat out
that out
vat out
flat bout
flat clout
flat doubt
flat drought
flat flout
flat gout
flat grout
flat knout
flat kraut
flat lout
flat pout
flat rout
flat route
flat scout
flat shout
flat snout
flat spout
flat sprout
flat stout
flat tout
flat trout
attar figure
batter figure
chatter figure
clatter figure
hatter figure

latter figure
mater figure
matter figure
natter figure
patter figure
platter figure
scatter figure
shatter figure
smatter figure
spatter figure
splatter figure
tatar figure
tatter figure
aver of the month
favor of the month
laver of the month
quaver of the month
raver of the month
saver of the month
savor of the month
shaver of the month
waiver of the month
waver of the month
beck with
check with
cheque with
czech with
dec with
deck with
heck with
lek with
neck with
peck with
sec with
spec with
speck with
tec with
tech with

trek with
whelk with
wreck with
ab from
ag from
be from
bee from
brie from
cod from
cree from
de from
dee from
di from
ee from
fee from
flea from
fop from
free from
gee from
ghee from
glee from
he from
id from
kea from
key from
ki from
knee from
lea from
lee from
leigh from
li from
mc from
me from
mi from
ne from
ngwee from
ni from
pea from
pee from

plea from
pre from
quay from
re from
scree from
sea from
see from
sep from
she from
si from
ski from
spree from
sri from
te from
tea from
tee from
thee from
three from
ti from
tree from
vi from
we from
wee from
xi from
yi from
zea from
zee from
ab to
ag to
be to
bee to
brie to
cod to
cree to
de to
dee to
di to
ee to
fee to

flea to
fop to
free to
gee to
ghee to
glee to
he to
id to
kea to
key to
ki to
knee to
lea to
lee to
leigh to
li to
mc to
me to
mi to
ne to
ngwee to
ni to
pea to
pee to
plea to
pre to
quay to
re to
scree to
sea to
see to
sep to
she to
si to
ski to
spree to
sri to
te to
tea to
tee to

thee to
three to
ti to
tree to
vi to
we to
wee to
xi to
yi to
zea to
zee to
beat of foot
beet of foot
bleat of foot
cheat of foot
cleat of foot
crete of foot
eat of foot
feat of foot
feet of foot
gleet of foot
greet of foot
heat of foot
meat of foot
meet of foot
neat of foot
peat of foot
pete of foot
pleat of foot
seat of foot
sheet of foot
skeet of foot
sleet of foot
street of foot
suite of foot
sweet of foot
teat of foot
treat of foot
tweet of foot

wheat of foot
fleet of put
fleet of soot
aix muscles
checks muscles
ex muscles
hex muscles
next muscles
rex muscles
sex muscles
specs muscles
tex muscles
vex muscles
brick on
chick on
click on
crick on
dick on
hick on
kick on
klick on
lick on
mick on
nick on
pick on
quick on
rick on
sic on
sick on
slick on
snick on
spick on
stick on
thick on
tic on
tick on
trick on
vic on

wick on
brick with
chick with
click with
crick with
dick with
hick with
kick with
klick with
lick with
mick with
nick with
pick with
quick with
rick with
sic with
sick with
slick with
snick with
spick with
stick with
thick with
tic with
tick with
trick with
vic with
wick with
bicker out
dicker out
kicker out
liquor out
picker out
quicker out
sicker out
slicker out
snicker out
sticker out
ticker out

vicar out
whicker out
wicker out
flicker bout
flicker clout
flicker doubt
flicker drought
flicker flout
flicker gout
flicker grout
flicker knout
flicker kraut
flicker lout
flicker pout
flicker rout
flicker route
flicker scout
flicker shout
flicker snout
flicker spout
flicker sprout
flicker stout
flicker tout
flicker trout
bight of fancy
bite of fancy
blight of fancy
bright of fancy
byte of fancy
cite of fancy
dwight of fancy
fight of fancy
fright of fancy
height of fancy
kite of fancy
knight of fancy
light of fancy
lite of fancy
might of fancy

mite of fancy
night of fancy
plight of fancy
quite of fancy
right of fancy
rite of fancy
sight of fancy
site of fancy
sleight of fancy
slight of fancy
smite of fancy
spite of fancy
sprite of fancy
tight of fancy
trite of fancy
white of fancy
wight of fancy
wright of fancy
write of fancy
bing around
bring around
cling around
ding around
king around
ling around
ping around
ring around
sing around
sling around
spring around
sting around
string around
swing around
thing around
ting around
wing around
wring around
zing around

bing aside
bring aside
cling aside
ding aside
king aside
ling aside
ping aside
ring aside
sing aside
sling aside
spring aside
sting aside
string aside
swing aside
thing aside
ting aside
wing aside
wring aside
zing aside
fling abide
fling allied
fling applied
fling astride
fling beside
fling betide
fling collide
fling confide
fling decide
fling denied
fling deride
fling divide
fling east side
fling flood tide
fling high tide
fling implied
fling inside
fling low tide
fling misguide
fling outside
fling preside

fling provide
fling replied
fling reside
fling subside
fling supplied
fling untied
fling untried
fling upside
fling war bride
fling worldwide
bing at
bring at
cling at
ding at
king at
ling at
ping at
ring at
sing at
sling at
spring at
sting at
string at
swing at
thing at
ting at
wing at
wring at
zing at
bing down
bring down
cling down
ding down
king down
ling down
ping down
ring down
sing down

sling down
spring down
sting down
string down
swing down
thing down
ting down
wing down
wring down
zing down
fling brown
fling clown
fling crown
fling drown
fling frown
fling gown
fling noun
fling town
bing head back
bring head back
cling head back
ding head back
king head back
ling head back
ping head back
ring head back
sing head back
sling head back
spring head back
sting head back
string head back
swing head back
thing head back
ting head back
wing head back
wring head back
zing head back
fling bed back
fling bled back

fling bread back
fling bred back
fling dead back
fling dread back
fling ed back
fling fed back
fling fled back
fling fred back
fling lead back
fling led back
fling med back
fling ned back
fling pled back
fling read back
fling red back
fling said back
fling shed back
fling shred back
fling sled back
fling spread back
fling stead back
fling ted back
fling thread back
fling tread back
fling wed back
fling zed back
fling head black
fling head clack
fling head claque
fling head crack
fling head dak
fling head flack
fling head flak
fling head hack
fling head jack
fling head knack
fling head lac
fling head lack
fling head mac
fling head mack

fling head pac
fling head pack
fling head plaque
fling head quack
fling head rack
fling head sac
fling head sack
fling head shack
fling head slack
fling head smack
fling head snack
fling head stack
fling head tack
fling head thwack
fling head track
fling head whack
fling head wrack
fling head yack
fling head yak
bing in
bring in
cling in
ding in
king in
ling in
ping in
ring in
sing in
sling in
spring in
sting in
string in
swing in
thing in
ting in
wing in
wring in
zing in

bing on oneself
bring on oneself
cling on oneself
ding on oneself
king on oneself
ling on oneself
ping on oneself
ring on oneself
sing on oneself
sling on oneself
spring on oneself
sting on oneself
string on oneself
swing on oneself
thing on oneself
ting on oneself
wing on oneself
wring on oneself
zing on oneself
fling on herself
fling on himself
fling on ice shelf
fling on itself
fling on myself
fling on yourself
bing up
bring up
cling up
ding up
king up
ling up
ping up
ring up
sing up
sling up
spring up
sting up
string up
swing up

thing up
ting up
wing up
wring up
zing up
blip around
chip around
clip around
dip around
drip around
grip around
grippe around
gyp around
hip around
kip around
lip around
nip around
pip around
quip around
rip around
scrip around
ship around
sip around
skip around
slip around
snip around
strip around
tcp/ip around
tip around
trip around
whip around
yip around
zip around
blip for
chip for
clip for
dip for
drip for

grip for
grippe for
gyp for
hip for
kip for
lip for
nip for
pip for
quip for
rip for
scrip for
ship for
sip for
skip for
slip for
snip for
strip for
tcp/ip for
tip for
trip for
whip for
yip for
zip for
blip off
chip off
clip off
dip off
drip off
grip off
grippe off
gyp off
hip off
kip off
lip off
nip off
pip off
quip off
rip off
scrip off

ship off
sip off
skip off
slip off
snip off
strip off
tcp/ip off
tip off
trip off
whip off
yip off
zip off
blip out
chip out
clip out
dip out
drip out
grip out
grippe out
gyp out
hip out
kip out
lip out
nip out
pip out
quip out
rip out
scrip out
ship out
sip out
skip out
slip out
snip out
strip out
tcp/ip out
tip out
trip out
whip out
yip out

zip out
flip bout
flip clout
flip doubt
flip drought
flip flout
flip gout
flip grout
flip knout
flip kraut
flip lout
flip pout
flip rout
flip route
flip scout
flip shout
flip snout
flip spout
flip sprout
flip stout
flip tout
flip trout
blip over
chip over
clip over
dip over
drip over
grip over
grippe over
gyp over
hip over
kip over
lip over
nip over
pip over
quip over
rip over
scrip over
ship over

sip over
skip over
slip over
snip over
strip over
tcp/ip over
tip over
trip over
whip over
yip over
zip over
bloat a loan
boat a loan
coat a loan
cote a loan
dote a loan
gloat a loan
goat a loan
groat a loan
moat a loan
mote a loan
note a loan
oat a loan
quote a loan
rote a loan
shoat a loan
stoat a loan
throat a loan
tote a loan
vote a loan
wrote a loan
float a blown
float a bone
float a clone
float a cone
float a crone
float a don’t
float a drone
float a flown

float a groan
float a grown
float a hone
float a joan
float a known
float a lone
float a moan
float a mon
float an own
float a phone
float a prone
float a rhone
float a roan
float a scone
float a sewn
float a shown
float a sown
float a stone
float a throne
float a thrown
float a tone
float a zone
bloat on air
boat on air
coat on air
cote on air
dote on air
gloat on air
goat on air
groat on air
moat on air
mote on air
note on air
oat on air
quote on air
rote on air
shoat on air
stoat on air
throat on air

tote on air
vote on air
wrote on air
float on bare
float on bear
float on blair
float on blare
float on care
float on chair
float on claire
float on dare
float on err
float on fair
float on fare
float on flair
float on flare
float on glare
float on hair
float on hare
float on heir
float on herr
float on khmer
float on lair
float on mare
float on ne’er
float on pair
float on pare
float on pear
float on prayer
float on rare
float on scare
float on share
float on snare
float on spare
float on square
float on stair
float on stare
float on swear
float on tear
float on their

float on there
float on they’re
float on ware
float on wear
float on where
bach after
balk after
baulk after
bloc after
block after
bock after
brock after
calk after
caulk after
chalk after
chock after
clock after
crock after
doc after
dock after
floc after
frock after
gawk after
hawk after
hoc after
hock after
jock after
knock after
loch after
lock after
locke after
mock after
nock after
pock after
roc after
rock after
sauk after
schlock after
shock after

smock after
sock after
squawk after
stalk after
stock after
talk after
walk after
wok after
bach around
balk around
baulk around
bloc around
block around
bock around
brock around
calk around
caulk around
chalk around
chock around
clock around
crock around
doc around
dock around
floc around
frock around
gawk around
hawk around
hoc around
hock around
jock around
knock around
loch around
lock around
locke around
mock around
nock around
pock around
roc around
rock around

sauk around
schlock around
shock around
smock around
sock around
squawk around
stalk around
stock around
talk around
walk around
wok around
bog a dead horse
clog a dead horse
cog a dead horse
dog a dead horse
fog a dead horse
frog a dead horse
grog a dead horse
hog a dead horse
hogg a dead horse
jog a dead horse
log a dead horse
prague a dead horse
slog a dead horse
smog a dead horse
flog a bed horse
flog a bled horse
flog a bread horse
flog a bred horse
flog a dread horse
flog an ed horse
flog a fed horse
flog a fled horse
flog a fred horse
flog a head horse
flog a lead horse
flog a led horse
flog a med horse
flog a ned horse

flog a pled horse
flog a read horse
flog a red horse
flog a said horse
flog a shed horse
flog a shred horse
flog a sled horse
flog a spread horse
flog a stead horse
flog a ted horse
flog a thread horse
flog a tread horse
flog a wed horse
flog a zed horse
flog a dead bourse
flog a dead coarse
flog a dead corse
flog a dead course
flog a dead force
flog a dead gorse
flog a dead hoarse
flog a dead morse
flog a dead norse
flog a dead source
blood in
bud in
dud in
hud in
mud in
rudd in
scud in
spud in
stud in
thud in
blood with
bud with
dud with
hud with

mud with
rudd with
scud with
spud with
stud with
thud with
boar it
boer it
bore it
chore it
core it
corps it
crore it
door it
drawer it
for it
fore it
four it
gore it
hoar it
lore it
moore it
more it
nor it
oar it
or it
ore it
pore it
pour it
roar it
score it
shore it
snore it
soar it
sore it
spore it
store it
swore it
thor it

tor it
tore it
torr it
war it
whore it
wore it
yore it
your it
bop around
chop around
cop around
crop around
drop around
fop around
hop around
lop around
mop around
op around
plop around
pop around
prop around
scaup around
shop around
slop around
sop around
stop around
swap around
top around
bop down
chop down
cop down
crop down
drop down
fop down
hop down
lop down
mop down
op down

plop down
pop down
prop down
scaup down
shop down
slop down
sop down
stop down
swap down
top down
flop brown
flop clown
flop crown
flop drown
flop frown
flop gown
flop noun
flop town
bop over
chop over
cop over
crop over
drop over
fop over
hop over
lop over
mop over
op over
plop over
pop over
prop over
scaup over
shop over
slop over
sop over
stop over
swap over
top over

bounce out
jounce out
ounce out
pounce out
trounce out
flounce bout
flounce clout
flounce doubt
flounce drought
flounce flout
flounce gout
flounce grout
flounce knout
flounce kraut
flounce lout
flounce pout
flounce rout
flounce route
flounce scout
flounce shout
flounce snout
flounce spout
flounce sprout
flounce stout
flounce tout
flounce trout
au across
beau across
blow across
bo across
bow across
co across
cro across
crow across
doe across
doh across
dough across
floe across
foe across

fro across
glow across
go across
grow across
ho across
hoe across
jo across
joe across
know across
ko across
lo across
low across
luo across
mo across
moe across
mow across
no across
oh across
owe across
plough across
po across
pro across
quo across
rho across
ro across
roe across
row across
sew across
show across
sloe across
slow across
snow across
so across
sow across
stow across
tho across
though across
throe across
throw across
toe across

tow across
whoa across
woe across
yo across
au from
beau from
blow from
bo from
bow from
co from
cro from
crow from
doe from
doh from
dough from
floe from
foe from
fro from
glow from
go from
grow from
ho from
hoe from
jo from
joe from
know from
ko from
lo from
low from
luo from
mo from
moe from
mow from
no from
oh from
owe from
plough from
po from
pro from

quo from
rho from
ro from
roe from
row from
sew from
show from
sloe from
slow from
snow from
so from
sow from
stow from
tho from
though from
throe from
throw from
toe from
tow from
whoa from
woe from
yo from
au in
beau in
blow in
bo in
bow in
co in
cro in
crow in
doe in
doh in
dough in
floe in
foe in
fro in
glow in
go in
grow in

ho in
hoe in
jo in
joe in
know in
ko in
lo in
low in
luo in
mo in
moe in
mow in
no in
oh in
owe in
plough in
po in
pro in
quo in
rho in
ro in
roe in
row in
sew in
show in
sloe in
slow in
snow in
so in
sow in
stow in
tho in
though in
throe in
throw in
toe in
tow in
whoa in
woe in
yo in

au over
beau over
blow over
bo over
bow over
co over
cro over
crow over
doe over
doh over
dough over
floe over
foe over
fro over
glow over
go over
grow over
ho over
hoe over
jo over
joe over
know over
ko over
lo over
low over
luo over
mo over
moe over
mow over
no over
oh over
owe over
plough over
po over
pro over
quo over
rho over
ro over
roe over

row over
sew over
show over
sloe over
slow over
snow over
so over
sow over
stow over
tho over
though over
throe over
throw over
toe over
tow over
whoa over
woe over
yo over
bluff lines
buff lines
chuff lines
cuff lines
duff lines
gruff lines
guff lines
huff lines
luff lines
muff lines
puff lines
rough lines
ruff lines
scruff lines
scuff lines
slough lines
snuff lines
stuff lines
tough lines
fluff fines
fluff mines

fluff signs
fluff wines
bluff up
buff up
chuff up
cuff up
duff up
gruff up
guff up
huff up
luff up
muff up
puff up
rough up
ruff up
scruff up
scuff up
slough up
snuff up
stuff up
tough up
blush away
brush away
crush away
gush away
hush away
lush away
mush away
plush away
rush away
shush away
slush away
thrush away
flush abbe
flush allay
flush array
flush astray
flush ballet

flush betray
flush blue jay
flush bombay
flush bouquet
flush buffet
flush cafe
flush cathay
flush chalet
flush child’s play
flush cliche
flush convey
flush crochet
flush croquet
flush decay
flush defray
flush delay
flush dismay
flush display
flush dossier
flush essay
flush feast day
flush field day
flush filet
flush fillet
flush flag day
flush foul play
flush give way
flush good day
flush gray jay
flush green bay
flush hair spray
flush halfway
flush ira
flush leap day
flush lord’s day
flush make way
flush match play
flush may day
flush moray
flush name day

flush nikkei
flush obey
flush ok
flush okay
flush parfait
flush parquet
flush passe
flush portray
flush prepay
flush puree
flush purvey
flush red bay
flush repay
flush replay
flush risque
flush sachet
flush saint’s day
flush saute
flush school day
flush se
flush sick pay
flush soiree
flush sorbet
flush souffle
flush squeeze play
flush strike pay
flush stroke play
flush survey
flush sweet bay
flush tea tray
flush today
flush toupee
flush twelfth day
flush valet
flush x-ray
blush out of some place
brush out of some place
crush out of some place
gush out of some place

hush out of some place
lush out of some place
mush out of some place
plush out of some place
rush out of some place
shush out of some place
slush out of some place
thrush out of some place
flush bout of some place
flush clout of some place
flush doubt of some place
flush drought of some place
flush flout of some place
flush gout of some place
flush grout of some place
flush knout of some place
flush kraut of some place
flush lout of some place
flush pout of some place
flush rout of some place
flush route of some place
flush scout of some place
flush shout of some place
flush snout of some place
flush spout of some place
flush sprout of some place
flush stout of some place
flush tout of some place
flush trout of some place
flush out of bum place
flush out of chum place
flush out of come place
flush out of crumb place
flush out of drum place
flush out of dumb place
flush out of from place
flush out of glum place
flush out of gum place
flush out of hum place
flush out of I’m place

flush out of mum place
flush out of numb place
flush out of plum place
flush out of plumb place
flush out of rhumb place
flush out of rum place
flush out of scrum place
flush out of scum place
flush out of slum place
flush out of strum place
flush out of sum place
flush out of thrum place
flush out of thumb place
flush out of um place
flush out of some ace
flush out of some base
flush out of some bass
flush out of some brace
flush out of some case
flush out of some chase
flush out of some dace
flush out of some face
flush out of some glace
flush out of some grace
flush out of some lace
flush out of some mace
flush out of some pace
flush out of some race
flush out of some space
flush out of some thrace
flush out of some trace
flush out of some vase
blush with
brush with
crush with
gush with
hush with
lush with
mush with

plush with
rush with
shush with
slush with
thrush with
butter over
clutter over
cutter over
gutter over
mutter over
putter over
shutter over
sputter over
stutter over
utter over
ai a kite
aye a kite
bi a kite
buy a kite
by a kite
bye a kite
chi a kite
cry a kite
di a kite
die a kite
dry a kite
dye a kite
eye a kite
fry a kite
guy a kite
hi a kite
high a kite
lie a kite
ly a kite
lye a kite
mei a kite
my a kite
nigh a kite

phi a kite
pi a kite
pie a kite
ply a kite
pry a kite
psi a kite
rye a kite
shy a kite
sigh a kite
sky a kite
sly a kite
spry a kite
spy a kite
sri a kite
sty a kite
tai a kite
thai a kite
thigh a kite
thy a kite
tie a kite
tri a kite
try a kite
vi a kite
vie a kite
why a kite
wry a kite
fly a bight
fly a bite
fly a blight
fly a bright
fly a byte
fly a cite
fly a dwight
fly a fight
fly a flight
fly a fright
fly a height
fly a knight
fly a light
fly a lite

fly a might
fly a mite
fly a night
fly a plight
fly a quite
fly a right
fly a rite
fly a sight
fly a site
fly a sleight
fly a slight
fly a smite
fly a spite
fly a sprite
fly a tight
fly a trite
fly a white
fly a wight
fly a wright
fly a write
ai around
aye around
bi around
buy around
by around
bye around
chi around
cry around
di around
die around
dry around
dye around
eye around
fry around
guy around
hi around
high around
lie around
ly around

lye around
mei around
my around
nigh around
phi around
pi around
pie around
ply around
pry around
psi around
rye around
shy around
sigh around
sky around
sly around
spry around
spy around
sri around
sty around
tai around
thai around
thigh around
thy around
tie around
tri around
try around
vi around
vie around
why around
wry around
ai away
aye away
bi away
buy away
by away
bye away
chi away
cry away
di away

die away
dry away
dye away
eye away
fry away
guy away
hi away
high away
lie away
ly away
lye away
mei away
my away
nigh away
phi away
pi away
pie away
ply away
pry away
psi away
rye away
shy away
sigh away
sky away
sly away
spry away
spy away
sri away
sty away
tai away
thai away
thigh away
thy away
tie away
tri away
try away
vi away
vie away
why away
wry away

fly abbe
fly allay
fly array
fly astray
fly ballet
fly betray
fly blue jay
fly bombay
fly bouquet
fly buffet
fly cafe
fly cathay
fly chalet
fly child’s play
fly cliche
fly convey
fly crochet
fly croquet
fly decay
fly defray
fly delay
fly dismay
fly display
fly dossier
fly essay
fly feast day
fly field day
fly filet
fly fillet
fly flag day
fly foul play
fly give way
fly good day
fly gray jay
fly green bay
fly hair spray
fly halfway
fly ira
fly leap day
fly lord’s day

fly make way
fly match play
fly may day
fly moray
fly name day
fly nikkei
fly obey
fly ok
fly okay
fly parfait
fly parquet
fly passe
fly portray
fly prepay
fly puree
fly purvey
fly red bay
fly repay
fly replay
fly risque
fly sachet
fly saint’s day
fly saute
fly school day
fly se
fly sick pay
fly soiree
fly sorbet
fly souffle
fly squeeze play
fly strike pay
fly stroke play
fly survey
fly sweet bay
fly tea tray
fly today
fly toupee
fly twelfth day
fly valet
fly x-ray

ai blind
aye blind
bi blind
buy blind
by blind
bye blind
chi blind
cry blind
di blind
die blind
dry blind
dye blind
eye blind
fry blind
guy blind
hi blind
high blind
lie blind
ly blind
lye blind
mei blind
my blind
nigh blind
phi blind
pi blind
pie blind
ply blind
pry blind
psi blind
rye blind
shy blind
sigh blind
sky blind
sly blind
spry blind
spy blind
sri blind
sty blind
tai blind

thai blind
thigh blind
thy blind
tie blind
tri blind
try blind
vi blind
vie blind
why blind
wry blind
fly bind
fly find
fly fined
fly grind
fly hind
fly kind
fly lined
fly mind
fly mined
fly rind
fly signed
fly twined
fly wind
ai by the seat of pants
aye by the seat of pants
bi by the seat of pants
buy by the seat of pants
by by the seat of pants
bye by the seat of pants
chi by the seat of pants
cry by the seat of pants
di by the seat of pants
die by the seat of pants
dry by the seat of pants
dye by the seat of pants
eye by the seat of pants
fry by the seat of pants
guy by the seat of pants
hi by the seat of pants

high by the seat of pants
lie by the seat of pants
ly by the seat of pants
lye by the seat of pants
mei by the seat of pants
my by the seat of pants
nigh by the seat of pants
phi by the seat of pants
pi by the seat of pants
pie by the seat of pants
ply by the seat of pants
pry by the seat of pants
psi by the seat of pants
rye by the seat of pants
shy by the seat of pants
sigh by the seat of pants
sky by the seat of pants
sly by the seat of pants
spry by the seat of pants
spy by the seat of pants
sri by the seat of pants
sty by the seat of pants
tai by the seat of pants
thai by the seat of pants
thigh by the seat of pants
thy by the seat of pants
tie by the seat of pants
tri by the seat of pants
try by the seat of pants
vi by the seat of pants
vie by the seat of pants
why by the seat of pants
wry by the seat of pants
fly by the beat of pants
fly by the beet of pants
fly by the bleat of pants
fly by the cheat of pants
fly by the cleat of pants
fly by the crete of pants
fly by the eat of pants

fly by the feat of pants
fly by the feet of pants
fly by the fleet of pants
fly by the gleet of pants
fly by the greet of pants
fly by the heat of pants
fly by the meat of pants
fly by the meet of pants
fly by the neat of pants
fly by the peat of pants
fly by the pete of pants
fly by the pleat of pants
fly by the sheet of pants
fly by the skeet of pants
fly by the sleet of pants
fly by the street of pants
fly by the suite of pants
fly by the sweet of pants
fly by the teat of pants
fly by the treat of pants
fly by the tweet of pants
fly by the wheat of pants
fly by the seat of ants
fly by the seat of grants
fly by the seat of plants
ai from
aye from
bi from
buy from
by from
bye from
chi from
cry from
di from
die from
dry from
dye from
eye from
fry from

guy from
hi from
high from
lie from
ly from
lye from
mei from
my from
nigh from
phi from
pi from
pie from
ply from
pry from
psi from
rye from
shy from
sigh from
sky from
sly from
spry from
spy from
sri from
sty from
tai from
thai from
thigh from
thy from
tie from
tri from
try from
vi from
vie from
why from
wry from
ai into a rage
aye into a rage
bi into a rage
buy into a rage

by into a rage
bye into a rage
chi into a rage
cry into a rage
di into a rage
die into a rage
dry into a rage
dye into a rage
eye into a rage
fry into a rage
guy into a rage
hi into a rage
high into a rage
lie into a rage
ly into a rage
lye into a rage
mei into a rage
my into a rage
nigh into a rage
phi into a rage
pi into a rage
pie into a rage
ply into a rage
pry into a rage
psi into a rage
rye into a rage
shy into a rage
sigh into a rage
sky into a rage
sly into a rage
spry into a rage
spy into a rage
sri into a rage
sty into a rage
tai into a rage
thai into a rage
thigh into a rage
thy into a rage
tie into a rage
tri into a rage

try into a rage
vi into a rage
vie into a rage
why into a rage
wry into a rage
fly into an age
fly into a cage
fly into a gage
fly into a gauge
fly into a page
fly into a phage
fly into a plage
fly into a sage
fly into a stage
fly into a swage
fly into a wage
ai off the handle
aye off the handle
bi off the handle
buy off the handle
by off the handle
bye off the handle
chi off the handle
cry off the handle
di off the handle
die off the handle
dry off the handle
dye off the handle
eye off the handle
fry off the handle
guy off the handle
hi off the handle
high off the handle
lie off the handle
ly off the handle
lye off the handle
mei off the handle
my off the handle
nigh off the handle

phi off the handle
pi off the handle
pie off the handle
ply off the handle
pry off the handle
psi off the handle
rye off the handle
shy off the handle
sigh off the handle
sky off the handle
sly off the handle
spry off the handle
spy off the handle
sri off the handle
sty off the handle
tai off the handle
thai off the handle
thigh off the handle
thy off the handle
tie off the handle
tri off the handle
try off the handle
vi off the handle
vie off the handle
why off the handle
wry off the handle
ai off with
aye off with
bi off with
buy off with
by off with
bye off with
chi off with
cry off with
di off with
die off with
dry off with
dye off with
eye off with

fry off with
guy off with
hi off with
high off with
lie off with
ly off with
lye off with
mei off with
my off with
nigh off with
phi off with
pi off with
pie off with
ply off with
pry off with
psi off with
rye off with
shy off with
sigh off with
sky off with
sly off with
spry off with
spy off with
sri off with
sty off with
tai off with
thai off with
thigh off with
thy off with
tie off with
tri off with
try off with
vi off with
vie off with
why off with
wry off with
ai out of
aye out of
bi out of

buy out of
by out of
bye out of
chi out of
cry out of
di out of
die out of
dry out of
dye out of
eye out of
fry out of
guy out of
hi out of
high out of
lie out of
ly out of
lye out of
mei out of
my out of
nigh out of
phi out of
pi out of
pie out of
ply out of
pry out of
psi out of
rye out of
shy out of
sigh out of
sky out of
sly out of
spry out of
spy out of
sri out of
sty out of
tai out of
thai out of
thigh out of
thy out of
tie out of

tri out of
try out of
vi out of
vie out of
why out of
wry out of
fly bout of
fly clout of
fly doubt of
fly drought of
fly flout of
fly gout of
fly grout of
fly knout of
fly kraut of
fly lout of
fly pout of
fly rout of
fly route of
fly scout of
fly shout of
fly snout of
fly spout of
fly sprout of
fly stout of
fly tout of
fly trout of
ai the coop
aye the coop
bi the coop
buy the coop
by the coop
bye the coop
chi the coop
cry the coop
di the coop
die the coop
dry the coop
dye the coop

eye the coop
fry the coop
guy the coop
hi the coop
high the coop
lie the coop
ly the coop
lye the coop
mei the coop
my the coop
nigh the coop
phi the coop
pi the coop
pie the coop
ply the coop
pry the coop
psi the coop
rye the coop
shy the coop
sigh the coop
sky the coop
sly the coop
spry the coop
spy the coop
sri the coop
sty the coop
tai the coop
thai the coop
thigh the coop
thy the coop
tie the coop
tri the coop
try the coop
vi the coop
vie the coop
why the coop
wry the coop
fly the coupe
fly the croup
fly the droop

fly the drupe
fly the dupe
fly the group
fly the hoop
fly the loop
fly the loupe
fly the poop
fly the scoop
fly the sloop
fly the snoop
fly the soup
fly the stoop
fly the stoup
fly the swoop
fly the troop
fly the troupe
fly the whoop
ai the flag
aye the flag
bi the flag
buy the flag
by the flag
bye the flag
chi the flag
cry the flag
di the flag
die the flag
dry the flag
dye the flag
eye the flag
fry the flag
guy the flag
hi the flag
high the flag
lie the flag
ly the flag
lye the flag
mei the flag
my the flag

nigh the flag
phi the flag
pi the flag
pie the flag
ply the flag
pry the flag
psi the flag
rye the flag
shy the flag
sigh the flag
sky the flag
sly the flag
spry the flag
spy the flag
sri the flag
sty the flag
tai the flag
thai the flag
thigh the flag
thy the flag
tie the flag
tri the flag
try the flag
vi the flag
vie the flag
why the flag
wry the flag
fly the ag
fly the bag
fly the brag
fly the dag
fly the drag
fly the fag
fly the gag
fly the hag
fly the lag
fly the mag
fly the nag
fly the rag
fly the sag

fly the scrag
fly the shag
fly the slag
fly the snag
fly the sprag
fly the stag
fly the tag
fly the wag
fly the zag
ai up to
aye up to
bi up to
buy up to
by up to
bye up to
chi up to
cry up to
di up to
die up to
dry up to
dye up to
eye up to
fry up to
guy up to
hi up to
high up to
lie up to
ly up to
lye up to
mei up to
my up to
nigh up to
phi up to
pi up to
pie up to
ply up to
pry up to
psi up to
rye up to

shy up to
sigh up to
sky up to
sly up to
spry up to
spy up to
sri up to
sty up to
tai up to
thai up to
thigh up to
thy up to
tie up to
tri up to
try up to
vi up to
vie up to
why up to
wry up to
brome at the mouth
chrome at the mouth
comb at the mouth
dome at the mouth
gnome at the mouth
home at the mouth
loam at the mouth
ohm at the mouth
roam at the mouth
rome at the mouth
tome at the mouth
foam at the south
foaming at the south
blob off
bob off
cob off
cobb off
daub off

glob off
gob off
hob off
job off
knob off
lob off
mob off
rob off
slob off
snob off
sob off
swab off
throb off
blob off on
bob off on
cob off on
cobb off on
daub off on
glob off on
gob off on
hob off on
job off on
knob off on
lob off on
mob off on
rob off on
slob off on
snob off on
sob off on
swab off on
throb off on
bog over
clog over
cog over
dog over
flog over
frog over
grog over

hog over
hogg over
jog over
log over
prague over
slog over
smog over
bog up
clog up
cog up
dog up
flog up
frog up
grog up
hog up
hogg up
jog up
log up
prague up
slog up
smog up
hoist on
joist on
moist on
voiced on
bold away
cold away
gold away
hold away
mold away
mould away
old away
polled away
rolled away
scold away
sold away
soled away

told away
wold away
fold abbe
fold allay
fold array
fold astray
fold ballet
fold betray
fold blue jay
fold bombay
fold bouquet
fold buffet
fold cafe
fold cathay
fold chalet
fold child’s play
fold cliche
fold convey
fold crochet
fold croquet
fold decay
fold defray
fold delay
fold dismay
fold display
fold dossier
fold essay
fold feast day
fold field day
fold filet
fold fillet
fold flag day
fold foul play
fold give way
fold good day
fold gray jay
fold green bay
fold hair spray
fold halfway
fold ira

fold leap day
fold lord’s day
fold make way
fold match play
fold may day
fold moray
fold name day
fold nikkei
fold obey
fold ok
fold okay
fold parfait
fold parquet
fold passe
fold portray
fold prepay
fold puree
fold purvey
fold red bay
fold repay
fold replay
fold risque
fold sachet
fold saint’s day
fold saute
fold school day
fold se
fold sick pay
fold soiree
fold sorbet
fold souffle
fold squeeze play
fold strike pay
fold stroke play
fold survey
fold sweet bay
fold tea tray
fold today
fold toupee
fold twelfth day

fold valet
fold x-ray
bold back
cold back
gold back
hold back
mold back
mould back
old back
polled back
rolled back
scold back
sold back
soled back
told back
wold back
fold black
fold clack
fold claque
fold crack
fold dak
fold flack
fold flak
fold hack
fold jack
fold knack
fold lac
fold lack
fold mac
fold mack
fold pac
fold pack
fold plaque
fold quack
fold rack
fold sac
fold sack
fold shack
fold slack

fold smack
fold snack
fold stack
fold tack
fold thwack
fold track
fold whack
fold wrack
fold yack
fold yak
bold into
cold into
gold into
hold into
mold into
mould into
old into
polled into
rolled into
scold into
sold into
soled into
told into
wold into
hollo about
hollow about
swallow about
wallow about
hollo in footsteps
hollow in footsteps
swallow in footsteps
wallow in footsteps
hollo in tracks
hollow in tracks
swallow in tracks
wallow in tracks

follow in acts
follow in ax
follow in axe
follow in backs
follow in blacks
follow in cracks
follow in facts
follow in fax
follow in flax
follow in jacks
follow in lax
follow in max
follow in packs
follow in pax
follow in sacks
follow in sax
follow in saxe
follow in slacks
follow in stacks
follow in tax
follow in wax
hollo lead
hollow lead
swallow lead
wallow lead
follow bead
follow bed
follow bled
follow bleed
follow bread
follow bred
follow breed
follow cede
follow creed
follow dead
follow deed
follow dread
follow ed
follow fed

follow feed
follow fled
follow fred
follow freed
follow fried
follow greed
follow head
follow he’d
follow heed
follow keyed
follow knead
follow led
follow mead
follow med
follow ned
follow need
follow plead
follow pled
follow read
follow red
follow reed
follow reid
follow said
follow screed
follow seed
follow shed
follow shred
follow sled
follow speed
follow spread
follow stead
follow steed
follow swede
follow ted
follow thread
follow tread
follow treed
follow tweed
follow wed
follow weed

follow zed
hollo nose
hollow nose
swallow nose
wallow nose
follow chose
follow close
follow clothes
follow doze
follow froze
follow goes
follow hose
follow knows
follow lows
follow pose
follow pros
follow prose
follow rose
follow shows
follow slows
follow those
follow throes
follow throws
follow toes
hollo on
hollow on
swallow on
wallow on
hollo out
hollow out
swallow out
wallow out
follow bout
follow clout
follow doubt
follow drought
follow flout

follow gout
follow grout
follow knout
follow kraut
follow lout
follow pout
follow rout
follow route
follow scout
follow shout
follow snout
follow spout
follow sprout
follow stout
follow tout
follow trout
hollo suit
hollow suit
swallow suit
wallow suit
follow boot
follow bruit
follow brute
follow chute
follow coot
follow cute
follow flute
follow fruit
follow hoot
follow jute
follow loot
follow lute
follow moot
follow mute
follow newt
follow root
follow scoot
follow scute
follow shoot

follow snoot
follow toot
hollo the crowd
hollow the crowd
swallow the crowd
wallow the crowd
follow the bowed
follow the cloud
follow the cowed
follow the loud
follow the ploughed
follow the plowed
follow the proud
follow the shroud
hollo through
hollow through
swallow through
wallow through
hollo up
hollow up
swallow up
wallow up
awned of
blond of
blonde of
bond of
frond of
gond of
maund of
monde of
pond of
spawned of
wand of
boole around
boule around

buhl around
cool around
drool around
ghoul around
joule around
mule around
pool around
rule around
school around
spool around
stool around
thule around
tool around
tulle around
you’ll around
yule around
mules rush in
rules rush in
schools rush in
tools rush in
fools blush in
fools brush in
fools crush in
fools flush in
fools gush in
fools hush in
fools lush in
fools mush in
fools plush in
fools shush in
fools slush in
fools thrush in
put in both camps
soot in both camps
foot in goethe camps
foot in growth camps
foot in loath camps
foot in oath camps

foot in sloth camps
foot in troth camps
foot in both gramps
foot in both lamps
foot in both stamps
put-in-mouth disease
soot-in-mouth disease
foot-in-south disease
foot-in-mouth appease
foot-in-mouth at ease
foot-in-mouth belize
foot-in-mouth blue cheese
foot-in-mouth brick cheese
foot-in-mouth burmese
foot-in-mouth cadiz
foot-in-mouth chemise
foot-in-mouth chinese
foot-in-mouth cream cheese
foot-in-mouth deep freeze
foot-in-mouth degrees
foot-in-mouth displease
foot-in-mouth fresh breeze
foot-in-mouth goat cheese
foot-in-mouth light breeze
foot-in-mouth louise
foot-in-mouth maltese
foot-in-mouth pot cheese
foot-in-mouth reprise
foot-in-mouth sea breeze
foot-in-mouth strong breeze
foot-in-mouth swiss cheese
foot-in-mouth trapeze
foot-in-mouth trustees
foot-in-mouth unease
for Christ’s ache
for Christ’s bake
for Christ’s blake
for Christ’s brake

for Christ’s break
for Christ’s cake
for Christ’s crake
for Christ’s drake
for Christ’s fake
for Christ’s flake
for Christ’s hake
for Christ’s jake
for Christ’s lake
for Christ’s make
for Christ’s quake
for Christ’s rake
for Christ’s shake
for Christ’s slake
for Christ’s snake
for Christ’s stake
for Christ’s steak
for Christ’s strake
for Christ’s take
for Christ’s wake
for God’s ache
for God’s bake
for God’s blake
for God’s brake
for God’s break
for God’s cake
for God’s crake
for God’s drake
for God’s fake
for God’s flake
for God’s hake
for God’s jake
for God’s lake
for God’s make
for God’s quake
for God’s rake
for God’s shake
for God’s slake
for God’s snake

for God’s stake
for God’s steak
for God’s strake
for God’s take
for God’s wake
for Pete’s ache
for Pete’s bake
for Pete’s blake
for Pete’s brake
for Pete’s break
for Pete’s cake
for Pete’s crake
for Pete’s drake
for Pete’s fake
for Pete’s flake
for Pete’s hake
for Pete’s jake
for Pete’s lake
for Pete’s make
for Pete’s quake
for Pete’s rake
for Pete’s shake
for Pete’s slake
for Pete’s snake
for Pete’s stake
for Pete’s steak
for Pete’s strake
for Pete’s take
for Pete’s wake
for a grange
for a mange
for a range
for a strange
for an arc and on an arc
for an ark and on an ark
for a bark and on a bark
for a barque and on a barque

for a clark and on a clark
for a dark and on a dark
for a hark and on a hark
for a marc and on a marc
for a mark and on a mark
for a marque and on a marque
for a narc and on a narc
for a park and on a park
for a quark and on a quark
for a shark and on a shark
for a spark and on a spark
for a stark and on a stark
for a dice
for a gneiss
for an ice
for a mice
for a nice
for a rice
for a slice
for a spice
for a splice
for a trice
for a twice
for a vice
for a vise
for ball cares
for bawl cares
for brawl cares
for call cares
for caul cares
for crawl cares
for dahl cares
for dol cares
for doll cares
for drawl cares
for fall cares
for gall cares
for gaul cares

for hall cares
for haul cares
for loll cares
for mall cares
for maul cares
for mol cares
for moll cares
for molle cares
for pall cares
for paul cares
for pol cares
for saul cares
for scrawl cares
for shawl cares
for small cares
for sol cares
for sprawl cares
for squall cares
for stall cares
for tall cares
for thrall cares
for trawl cares
for wal cares
for wall cares
for all airs
for all bears
for all chairs
for all hairs
for all heirs
for all pairs
for all shares
for all squares
for all stairs
for all tears
for all theirs
for all wares

